Nasdaq Dubai IdealRatings Sukuk Indices

Methodology

INTRODUCTION
Nasdaq Dubai and IdealRatings have collaborated to offer a definitive series of Sukuk indices to the financial markets.
These provide representative performance benchmarks, against which regional and international fixed income
investors can assess their portfolio performance. In addition to the primary Global Sukuk Index, a group of subindices have been launched to provide alternate benchmarks for various investment strategies and market segments.
The Index eligibility screening criteria have been carefully selected to represent a true Investable Sukuk universe
for both regional and global Sukuk investors. Constituents are screened by IdealRatings using their Global Sukuk
Solution platform, with data going back to 2012.
The indices provide daily price and liquidity information about the Middle East and international Sukuk markets. This
in various ways eases the challenges that investors face in Sukuk investment.
METHODOLOGY BRIEF
Accurate:
IdealRatings has extensive experience and a prominent reputation in profound Sukuk research, to confirm their
compliance with Sharia’a. IdealRatings follows an extensive research methodology to ensure that market segments
are accurately represented and thoroughly maintained.
Transparent:
IdealRatings follows a transparent methodology in indices research, construction and calculation which helps asset
managers to track and benchmark the performance of their investments.
Representative:
The Nasdaq Dubai IdealRatings Sukuk indices are constructed to be objective and comprehensive with full
coverage of the underlying market universe without gaps or overlaps. There is no estimation or sampling.

INDICES FAMILY STRUCTURE
Main Index
Nasdaq Dubai IdealRatings Global Sukuk Index (NISKG)
Sub Indices
Nasdaq Dubai IdealRatings USD Investment Grade Sukuk Index (NISKIG)
Nasdaq Dubai IdealRatings USD Sovereign Sukuk Index (NISKSV)
Nasdaq Dubai IdealRatings USD Corporate Sukuk Index (NISKC)
Nasdaq Dubai IdealRatings USD Financials Sukuk Index (NISKF)
Nasdaq Dubai IdealRatings USD GCC Sukuk Index (NISKGC)

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
Issue size

US$ 100 million or greater.

Maturity

Minimum of three months remaining to maturity.

Domicile

No Restriction.

Structure

Asset based and Asset backed.

Sharia’a Criterion

Sukuk must be approved by a Sharia’a Board.

Coupon Type

Fixed rate and Floating rate.

Credit Rating

At Least BBB-/Baa3 by a prominent Rating Agency (NISKIG only).

Currency

USD, EUR, GBP, SAR, SGD, MYR, AED, QAR, JPY (NISKG)
USD (NISKIG, NISKSV, NISKC, NISKF, NISKGC)

INDEX CALCULATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
Market Value Weighted
The weight for each eligible Sukuk is the market value
of the issuance as a percentage of the total index
market value.
Total Return Calculation
The indices track the total return, which is calculated
by aggregating the price changes with accrued and
re-invested coupon payments. It is calculated as the
cumulative value of the sum of the weighted daily total
return of each constituent relative to its base level.
Pricing
Transaction bid prices are used. When the price varies,
the highest price is used. If the price is unavailable/
unchanged, the latest bid price is used as a calculation
price.

ABOUT NASDAQ DUBAI
Nasdaq Dubai is the international financial exchange
serving the region between Western Europe and East
Asia. It is the world’s largest exchange for Sukuk
listings by value. Its listings also include equities,
derivatives, conventional bonds and REITS. The
exchange enables regional issuers to access regional
and international investment; and international issuers
to access investment from the region. The majority
shareholder of Nasdaq Dubai is Dubai Financial Market
with a two-thirds stake.

Index Base
100 points at index inception
Constituents Modification
Eligible new Sukuk issued intra-month are added to
the index on the first business day of the following
month. Sukuk constituents that are no longer eligible
OR with remaining maturity less than three months are
excluded during the re-balance in the following month.
Cash Re-Investment
Coupons distributed intra-month are accumulated in
a cash bracket, which accounts intra-month in the
profit return for the portfolio. In a monthly re-balance,
the aggregate amount in a cash bracket is assumed
to be re-invested in the Sukuk portfolio with the same
weight.

ABOUT IDEALRATINGS
IdealRatings®, incorporated in San Francisco, is a
global solutions provider for faith-based and socially
responsible Investment databases and information, for
the Fund Management industry. IdealRatings screens
Equities, REITs, and Sukuk and calculates custombuilt indices and provides customized solution for
the companies in the Capital Markets. IdealRatings
solutions are licensed by the leading Asset Managers,
in over 25 countries, across the globe.

DISCLAIMER

This service is provided by IdealRatings (Full Name, Logo and trademark) to Nasdaq Dubai. None of the content in the publication constitutes a solicitation, offer or recommendation by Nasdaq Dubai/ IdealRatings to buy or sell any security, or represents the provision by Nasdaq Dubai / IdealRatings
of investment advice or services regarding the profitability or suitability of any security or investment. Moreover, the content of the publication should
not be considered legal, tax, accounting advice. The publication is not intended for use by, or distribution to, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or
country where such use or distribution would be contrary to law or regulation. Accordingly, anything to the contrary herein set forth notwithstanding,
Nasdaq Dubai/ IdealRatings, their directors, officers, employees, representatives, affiliates or subsidiaries shall not, directly or indirectly, be liable, in any
way, to any person for any: (a) inaccuracies or errors in or omissions from or delays and/or interruptions in the delivery of, or the out-datedness of the
publication including, but not limited to, quotes and financial data; (b) loss or damage arising from the use of the publication, including, but not limited
to any investment decision occasioned thereby. The information contained in the publication does not purport to contain all matters relevant to any
particular investment or financial instrument and all statements as to future matters are not guaranteed to be accurate. Anyone proposing to rely on or
use the information contained in the publication should independently verify and check the accuracy, currency completeness, reliability and suitability
of the information and should obtain independent and specific advice from appropriate professionals or experts regarding information contained in the
publication. Further, references to any financial instrument or investment product are not intended to imply that an actual trading market exists for such
instrument or product. In publishing this document Nasdaq Dubai/ IdealRatings are not acting in the capacity of a fiduciary or financial advisor.
No part of this material may be (i) copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or (ii) redistributed without the prior written consent of
Nasdaq Dubai/IdealRatings Inc.

